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With the arrival of the era of global competition and the knowledge economy, 
human resources are increasingly becoming the basis of company’s competitive 
advantages. Therefore, it is crucial to have a harmonious, cohesive talent for the 
development of enterprises. YX Food Company is an export-oriented agricultural 
products processing enterprise, with a stable customer demand and supply of raw 
materials. But in recent years, the emerging management problems make leaders often 
feel powerless, and employee conflict is among these problems. Employee conflict 
occurring frequently, creates a team atmosphere of hostility, leads to decreased 
employee morale, reduces productivity, increases work dissatisfaction, thereby affects 
the company's overall performance. Therefore, under the guidance of Western conflict 
management theory, this study researches employee conflict management in YX 
company with comparative case method. 
This study includes six parts: Part one introduces the research background, 
objectives and significance, research methodology and framework. Part two describes 
the theoretical basis, including conflict connotation, conflict classification, sources of 
conflict, influence of conflict and conflict management model. Part three describes the 
forms and sources of conflict in YX food company. Part four introduces the 
benchmark enterprise, Tecsun’s ―Five Hua ‖conflict management mode. Part five 
proposes YX’s employee conflict management model and organizational security 
mechanism. Part six concludes the main points of this paper, the limitations and the 
prospects.   
The conflict management model of YX food company consists of four aspects: 
The first aspect is correct understanding of the root causes of the conflict: 
organizational culture, organizational rule, interests, communication problems and 
personal differences; The second aspect is to distinguish relationship-related conflict 
from task-related conflict, and recognize the relationship between each other; The 
















and relationship institutionalized, task procedural,  relationship simplified, clear 
communication, and work gloried, which can prevent the root causes of conflict; The 
fourth aspect is to examine the effect of conflict management: employee satisfaction, 
employee performance, corporate cohesion and corporate performance. 
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Dana Mediation Institute 研究表明[1]，绩效产生问题的原因 65%都是由员工冲突造
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